Entropic wetting and the free isotropic-nematic interface of hard colloidal platelets.
We study bulk and interfacial properties of a model suspension of hard colloidal platelets with continuous orientations and vanishing thickness using both density functional theory, based on either a second virial approach or fundamental measure theory (FMT), and Monte Carlo (MC) simulations. We calculate the bulk equation of state, bulk isotropic-nematic (IN) coexistence, and properties of the (planar) free IN interface and of adsorption at a planar hard wall, where we find complete wetting of the nematic phase at the isotropic-wall interface upon approaching bulk IN coexistence. We investigate in detail the asymptotic decay of correlations at large distances. In all cases, the results from FMT and MC agree quantitatively. Our findings are of direct relevance to understanding interfacial properties of dispersions of colloidal platelets.